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Use of This Guidebook

Guidebook Purposes 1. Before the video conference, the Guidebook provides pre-
conference activities.

Pre-Conference
Activities
(Allow 30 minutes.)

Post-Conference
Activities
(Allow 30 minutes.)

2. After the video conference, the Guidebook contains a post-
conference activity and program evaluation.

3. The essay highlights topics discussed during the video con-
ferwce. It is followed by two sets of activities: one set re-
lates directly to the essay; the other set is school-based.

4. Finally, this Guidebook provides information about the
remaining video conference in the series, the computer
forums, course credit, and supplementary materials that are
available for this professional development program.

Instructions to the Site Facilitator

Before viewing the video confetence:

ASK the participants to introduce themselves. If possible, have
them form small groups or pairs.

ASK the participants to complete the Pre-Conference Activities.
These activities are on page 4 and are identified by the hand/pencil

symbol: .4)

After viewing the video conference:

ASK the participants to complete the Post-Conference Activity.

This activity is on page 5 and is also marked by A

ASK the participants to complete the Program Evaluation.

ADVISE participants that workshop activities have been included
in this Guidebook These activities may be completed in schools,
state education agencies, or other educational facilities.
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NCREIZ,.
The North Central Regional Educational Laboratory is a nonprofit
organization devoted to supporting efforts of the educational com-
munity by bridging the gap between research and practice to pro-
vide effective instruction for all students. NCREL is primarily
funded through the Office of Educational Rsearch and Improve-
ment of the U.S. Department of Education. NCREL and PBS have
been presenting national video conferences since 1987.

9PBS

The PBS Elementary/Secondary Service acquires and distributes
high quality, 1(42 instructional television programs; provides
professional development for educators; delivers electronic and
print information services for and about Public Television (PTV)
and education; serves as a national advocate for the use of tech-
nologies; and tracks developments in national policy for the educa-
tional television communitY.

The PBS Adult Learning Service (ALS) offers college-credit
television courses through local partnerships of public television
stations and colleges. Since 1981 more than 1,500 colleges, in
cooperation with 300 stations, have enrolled over one million stu-
dents in ALS-distr;buted courses. In August 1988 ALS launched
the PBS Adult Learning Satellite Service (ALSS) as a direct satel-
lite service for higher education, offering a wide variety of
programming.

© 1990 North Central Regional Educational Laboratory,
295 Emroy Avenue, Elmhurst, IL 60126

All right reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced
or transmitted in any form or by any means without permission.

This publication is based an work sponsored wholly or in part by
the Office of Educational Researai and Improvement, Department
of Education, under Contract Number 400-86-0004. The content
of this publication does not necessarily reflect the views of OERI,
the Department of Educaticn, or any other agency of the U.S.
Government.
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OVERVIEW: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT SERIES

NCREL's Goal:
A Forum on
Restructuring Schools

The concept of educational laboratories emerged during the War
on Poverty in the 1960s. Education was viewed as crucial to anti-
poverty effc,rts, but the inability of policymakers, researchers, and
practitioners to communicate with one another about effective
strategies and practices was a significant obstacle to substantial
educational improvement. One of the reasons Congress created
the laboratories was to promote dialogue about promising prac-
tices among these diverse actors. Today there are nine federally
funded regional educational laboratories in the country working to
help educators and policymalcers improve the quality of education
by applying research findings to educational practice.

NCREL sees telecommunications as an effective vehicle for creat-
ing a forum on restructuring schools that brings together prac-
titioners, policymakers, and researchers so that they can enrich
each other's perspectives. Telecommunications can bridge
geographic separations and create networks of common
stakeholders in restructuring efforts.

However, the satellite transmission itself dtues not create a forum.
How the telecommunications event is structured is a crucial factor
in determining the effectiveness of the forum. This professional
development series was designed to.

Focus the movement for restructuring schools on the fundamen-
tal issues of schooling: learning, curriculum, instruction, and as-
sessment

Provide opportunities for participants to interact with re-
searchers, teache:s and administrators, and policymakers in a
structured thinking process

Help apply new ideas and develop iocal expertise

Promote a broad range of local and electronic networking

Help educators prepale students to meet the new roles and op-
portunities of a profoundly changed and changing society

Provide a framework for organizing what research says about
fundamental change

,
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Components of the
Professional
Development Series

Video Conference
Titles and Dates
(1990)

Content

Four components of this professional development series enhance
the potential for creating a national forum:

1. Video conferences

2. Computer forums

3. Print materials

4. College credit

See Additional Infortration, page 46.

1. The New Definition of Learning: The First Step for School Reform
(February 14)

2. The Thinking Curriculum (March 21)
3. The Collaborative Classroom: Reconnecting Teachers and Learners

(April 26)
4. Multidimensional Assessment: Strategies for Schools (May 24)
5. Schools as Learning Communities (June 6)
6. Many Roads to Fundamental Reform: Getting Started (June 20)
7. Many Roads to Fundamental Reform: Continuing the Journey (July 11)
8. The Meaning of Professional Dtvelopment in the 21st Century (July 25)
9. Reconnecting Students at Risk to the Learning Process (August 8)

The core message of the video series is this: A fundamental
restructuring of schools should be driven by a new vision of learn-
ing, a vision which transforms all dimensions of schooling. Thus,
the first video conference focuses on the new research on learning.
The next three video conferences discuss the cognitive and social
environments that can be created in classrooms to support mean-
ingful learning. The last five video conferences explore changes
that can be made in the social organization of schools to support
these classrooms.

1 *
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VIDEO CONFERENCE ACTIVITIES

Pre-Conference Activities

Post-Conference Activity



Pre-Conference Activities

INSTRUCTIONS TO SITE FACILITATOR: 4
ASK the audience to form groups of 3 to 5 people. GUIDE them through the Pre-Conference Activities

Activity 1: Who are the
at-risk students? (Allow
15 minutes.)

Activity 2: What
questions do you expect
this video conference to
answer about at-risk
students? (Allow 15
minutes.)

With a partner or group, write your definition of at-risk students.

WRITE questions you would like this video conference to answer
about at-risk students.

) (4''
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Post-Conference Activity

INSTRUCTIONS TO SITE FACILITATOR: A
ASK the audience to form groups of 3 to 5 people. GUIDE them through the Post-Conference Activity.

Activity: Has this video
conference answered
your questuns about
at-risk students?

REVIEW the questions you wrote before the video conference.
WRITE any answers this video conference provided for you and
ways you might seek answers for questions you still have.
SHARE your answers and potential sources for answers with a
partner or group if possible.

WRITE new questions you now have about at-risk students.
WRITE some ways you might seek answers to these new ques-
tions. SHARE your questions and potential sources for answers
with a partner or group if possible.

13
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Program Evaluation

Please fill in the apprepriate circles on your answer sheet using a #2 pencil and reit - it to your site facilitator.
(Or send to: Dthra Beauprez, 295 Emroy Avenue, Elmhurst, IL 60126.)

On Section A of the Special Codes section on your answer sheet please fill in your state : 1 = IL; 2 = IN; 3 = IA;
4 = MI; 5 = MN; 6 = OH; 7 = WI; 8 = OTHER STATE; 9 = OUTSIDE U.S.

PART ONE: Your opinions about the relevance and usefulness of the video confcrence

Strongly
Disagree
<

Strongly
Agree

>

1. The topic of this video conference is re'evant to my needs and interests. ABC DE
2. The content of the video conference is appropriate to the type of

communit; I live in and its schools. ABC DE
3. I learned a great deal from this video conference. ABC DE
4. The video conference enriched the way I look at education. ABC DE
5. The video conference may influence the way I educate (or involve myself in

education as a parent or community member). ABC DE

PART TWO: Questions about activities before, during, and after the video conference

6. I am participating in this video conference:

7. Did the site facilitator conduct a pre-conference activity?

8. Did you participate in a pre-conference activit.?

9. Did the site facilitator conduct a post-conference activity?

10. Did you participate in a post-conference activity?

A - Alone
B - With colleagues (not in a team)
C - In a school-based team
D - In a district team
E - Other

A - Yes
B - No

A - Yes
B - No

A - Y..s
B - Nu

A - Yes
B - No

11. How many other video conferences in the series have you participated in? A - 0
B - 1-2
C - 3-4
D - 5-6
E - 7-8.

I 1;
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IF you have viewed previous video conferences, please indicate the follow-up activities 12-17 that you have
completed. If you have NOT viewer.; previous video conferences, please skip down to question #18.

12. Read previous Guidebooks.

13. Participated in post-conference activities in the Guidebooks.

14. Read Selected Readings.

15. Discussed issues and content presented at the video conference
with colleagues.

16. Actively applied the content and ideas presented in my work setting.

17. OTHER (Use the space marked "comment #1" on your answer sheet.)

PART THREE: Your opinions about the content and delivery of the video conference

A - Yes
B - No

A - Yes
B - No

A - Yes
B - No

A - Yes
B - No

A - Yes
B - No

18. How would you judge the overall length of the video conference?

Too Too
Short Long
< >

ABC DE
Too Too
Little Much
< >

19. How would you evaluate the amount of information presented in the ABC DE
video conference?

Please evaluate the following components or aspects of the video conference (questions 19-28):

Poor
<

Excellent
>

20. Pre-conferenci. activity % ABC DE
21. The video conference itself ABC DE
". Post-conference activity ABC DE
23. Presentations ABC DE
24. Interaction with presenters ABC DE
25. Pre-taped segments ABC DE
26. Interaction with video conference participants at your site ABC DE

1 S
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27. The technical quality of the video coaference was good.

28. The video conference site was zonducive to learning.

29. I would recommend this video series to others.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Agree

< >

ABC DE
ABC DE
ABC DE

PART FOUR: Information about you

30. Educators Only: Please indicate your school category on your answer sheet. A - Elementary school/junior high
B - High school
C - District
D - College/University
E - State/Intermediate Agency

31. Educators Only: Please indicate on your answer sheet your position.

32. Non-Educators Only: Please indicate the primary group you represent.

33. Circle the best description of your district.

34. Did you view this video conference at a live site?

35. How long did it take you to get to the vide i conference site?

A - Teacher
B - Administrator
C - Staff
D - Professor

A - Parents
B - Community
C - School Board
D - Business
E - Social Services

A - Urban
B - Suburban

- Rural

A - Yes
B - No

A - 0-15 minutes
B - 16-30 minutes
C - 31 minutes to 1 hour
D - 1 hour to 1-1/2 hours
E - more than 1-1/2 hours

36. Do you plan to use videotapes of the video conferences and the A - Yes
Guidebooks during the 1990-91 school year? B - No

37. Please characterize your institution's plans to use tapes of the video
conferences and the Guidebooks during the 1990-91 school year?

A) No plans
B) Staff will be encouraged to use the tapes and Guidebooks on thcir own.
G) The taps and Guidebooks will be used as part of nw institution's staff development plan.
D) The tapes and Guidebooks will be used as part of my institution's restructuring plan.
E) Other

38. Please share any other comments about the video conference and suggestions for future video conferences.
(Use the section marked "comment #2" on youranswer sheet.)

1. 1
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Essay

RECONNECTING STUDENTS AT RISK
TO THE LEARNING PROCESS

Who Are the "At-Risk" Students of the 1990s?

Why Is There a Need to Focus Especially on At-Risk Students?

What Are the Systemic Barriers for At-Risk Students?

How Do We Construct Effective Educational Environments for All Students?
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Who Are the "At-Risk" Students of the 1990s?

Introduction Throughout this series we have addressed critical dimensions of
the restructuring process. The first five programs addressed struc-
tural issues: new goals or definitions for learning, the content and
organization of the curriculum, collaborative methods for instruc-
tion, multidimensionai strategies for assessment, and creating
schools that are true learning communities. The next three
programs focused on strategies for initiating, nurturing, and sus-
taining these structural changes, and the critical importance of
professional development as the foundation on which new models
for schooling will be built. Collectively, these dimensions form a
framwork of strategic priorities for the types of fundamental chan-
ges we believe are necessary to prepare today's schools and stu-
dents to meet the challenges of the 21st century.

In this last program, however, we turn our attention to the special
implications of these proposals for the growing number of students
for whom the traditional approaches to organizing and delivering
instruction have worked least wellthose students most "at risk" of
not completing or benefiting from their elementary and secondary
experiences. It is, after all, primarily the failure of schools, as they
are currently organized, to successfully educate this portion of the
student population that has caused us to become "a nation at risk."

In this essay, we address four areas that call for special attention to
ensure that the restructuring agenda presented in this serieF results
in schools that first, reflect the belief that all students cc.. learn,
and second, take it as their primary responsibility to ensure that
they do.

We begin by addressing the question of who are today's "at-risk"
students? Next we discuss the reasons for focusing priority atten-
tion on the needs of these students. In the third section, we ex-
amine the often unintended, but no less problematic, barriers to
school achievement that have placed increasing numbers of stu-
dents at risk. Fourth, we look at alternative approaches and
strategies for focusing and prioritizing school restructuring and im-
provement initiatives.

I
e
e,
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Current Trends and
Approaches

Predictive Approach

The issue of definition is an important and necessary first step in
both understanding and developing solutions to the problems faced
by at-risk students. However, the process of defining who is at
risk and why is a highly controversial one.

Historically, "at-risk" students were primarily those whose ap-
pearance, language, culture, values, communities, and family struc-
tures did not match those of the dominant white culture that
schools were designed to serve and support. These students
primarily minorities, the poor, and immigrantswere considered
culturally or educationally disadvantaged or deprived. As it be-
came obvious that large numbers of these students were not achiev-
ing at minimally acceptable levels, "it seemed natural and certainly
easy to define the problem as arHng from deficiencies in the stu-
dents themselves" (Good lad & Keating, 1990).

More recently, the tendency to blame school failure simply on
characteristics of the students, their communities, or their families
has diminished, or is at least less overt. Moreover, the terminol-
ogy we use has changed and is generally less pejorative (though
some continue to use the term "educationally disadvantaged," e.g.,
Natriello et al., 1990). At the same time, the need to identify that
portion of the student population most consistently experiencing
school-related problems remains an important priority.

In spite of these changes, the issue of definition remains one of the
most controversial aspects of the national discussion about at-risk
students because it reveals continuing ideological and philosophi-
cal divisions among educators, policymakers, and the general
public about the role and responsibility of schools, families, and
students themselves. Currently, there are four general approaches
to defining at-risk students used by most schools and
policymakers, each of which has their own limitations.

Students who have certain kinds of conditions such as living with
one parent, being a member of a minority group, have limited
English proficiency, and so on, ate defined as at risk because,
statistically, students in these categories are more likely to be
among the lowest achievement groups or drop out of school al-
together. This approach and the descriptive approach described
below are the most commonly used strategies for defining the at-
risk student population. The predictive approach has the ad-
vantage of being relatively straightforward and uses information
already avaiiable from schools or other agencies. In addition, this
approach is based on an early intervention philosophy for prevent-
ing rather than remediating academic and related school problems.

11



Descriptive Approach

Unilateral Approach

However, this approach is also based on a deficit model of stu-
dents, their families and communities, and rarely leads to any ex-
amination of fundamental aspects of the school (Natriello et al.,
1990). More often, reliance on this approach l.%ds even compas-
sionate and well-meaning educators and policymakers to devise
programs to identify the various ways in which children need to be
changed in order to fit into existing school structures and programs
(Goodlad & Keating, 1990). Even more problematic, this early
categorizing of students often has the effect of simply lowering
teachers' expectations of what students have the potential to
achieve. The phrase "what can you expect from these types of stu-
dents" continues to be heard throughout too many schools and
classrooms. Lastly, use of such categorical indicators often places
students in the position of being blamed for poor school perfor-
mance on the basis of characteristics over which they have no con-
trol (Richardson & Colfer, 1990).

Students who are already performing poorly or failing in school
are at risk because they have not been able to successfully take ad-
vantage of the "regular" school program and will likely fall further
behind or drop out. This approach reflects a monitoring/interven-
tion strategy. In attempting to get away from the use of predispos-
ing indicators, this approach waits until school-related problems
occur and then identifies the student as at risk. A major difficulty
with this approach, however, is that identification of a student's
problems often occurs after a pattern of poor performance, and the
expectations of both teachers and students that it will continue
have become severe enough to make successful intervention/
remediation less likely. In addition, even if problems are iden-
tified early, the typical intervention involves ancillary programs
that (a) do not promote changes in the "regular" program, (b) inten-
sify the impact of negative labeling and isolation of less successful
students from important peer role models and support systems, and
(c) tend to slow down student progress and thereby exacerbate the
degree to which students fall behind and further diminish their
belief that they will ever "catch up" (Levin, undated).

With the increase in the number and complexity of problems faced
by today's youth, all students are at risk in one way or another.
On the one hand, this approach is att ctive because first, it addres-
ses egalitarian ideals and values and . cond, it allays the fears of
many parents, educators, and policymakers that disproportionate
attention is being paid to poorly performing students at the ex-
pense of both the most gifted and the average students.

12



School Factors

However, though the logic is seductive, it ignores the urgent need
to focus attention on those students for whom structural and or-
ganizational impediments in the current model of schooling have
most often and most consistently resulted in unacceptable levels of
academic and intellectual development, whether the students finish
school cr not. We must be mindful of the axioms that to treat
people equally does not mean that they should be treated the same,
and that in most arenas of life, we focus our attention and resour-
ces on those areas in which there are the greatest problems and
need. In a hospital emergency room, for example, one might as-
sume that all patients are in need of attention and treatment. How-
ev e7, there is an important and necessary distinction made between
those who have headaches and those who are hemorrhaging. The
emergency room maxim that patients will be treated in order of
medical need is not a perfect analogy, but one that is nonetheless
relevant and instructive in this discussion.

In addition to these predominant strategies for defining or identify-
ing which students are at risk, there is an emerging body of re-
search that looks at school factors as potential causes of
"at-riskness" (Richardson & Coffer, 1990). School characteristics
that have been identified as hindering the academic achievement
of many students include inflexible schedules; narrow curricula; a
priority focus on basic/lower-order skills; inappropriate, limited,
and rigid instructional strategies; inappropriate texts and other in-
structional materials; overreliance on standardized tests to make in-
structional and curricular decisions; tracidng; isolated pull-out
programs; and teacher and administrators' beliefs and attitudes
toward both students and their parents. Though few state or dis-
trict level policies use analysis of school factors to allocate resour-
ces or develop programmatic interventions for at-risk students,
attention to the relationship between school factors and student suc-
cess is increasingly reflected in the more general policies regard-
ing overall school improvement and restructuring at both the state
and district levels, as well as among national organizations such as
the National Governors' Association, the Council of Chief State
School Officers, the American Association of School Ad-
ministrators, and the National School Board Association, among
others.

r
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This approaca has the desirable characteristics of not olaming poor
academic achievement on circumstances or characteristics over
which students have little, if any, control and of not absolving
schools of their obligations to provide nurturing and effective
educational environments for all studentsnot just those that
reflect an ideal or model student. However, though we think that
it is the primary responsibility of the schools to design programs
that meet the needs of the students they have, making the school
solely accountable for responding to conditions in students' lives
over which they have little control similarly absolves students of
any personal responsibility for their own achievement. Making
the school solely accountable also absolves parents of any respon-
sibility for supporting and participating as partners in support of
the school's efforts on behalf of their children.

A Working The preceding discussion has outlined the benefits and drawbacks
Description of four approaches to defining who is at risk and why. How then

do we merge these perspectives into a coherent and meaningful
strategy to guide both policy and prActice? We take our lead in
this endeavor from the work of Richardson and Colfer (1990),
Natriello et al. (1990), and Chubb and Moe (1990), as well as from
our ,,wn work at the Laboratory in studying circumstances, con-
texts, and interventions for students at risk.

Fitst, we believe that the degree to which a student, or group of stu-
dents, may be at risk of imminent or future educational failure can-
not be adequately determined by the simple existence of one or
more predetermined characteristics of the students themselves,
their families, or the schools they attend. The predictive prob-
ability model that underlies these approaches relies on too high a
level of generalization to provide the direct guidance needed to
develop specific inter rentions in individual schools, classrooms, or
communities. Similarly, we believe that the ancillary or isolated
program approach that is the basis for most current policies and
programs, while potentially successful for limited numbers of stu-
dents, does little to alter the cirounstances or patterns of practice
that allow poor performance in schools or classrooms as a whole
to continue.

Third, we believe that there is a compelling case to be made for
moving away from a preoccupation with categorizing or labeling
students (Ghory, 1988) or finding the proper person, group, br in-
stitution to "blame." Iustead, we need approaches that provide a
more meaningful data base and perspective for planning new,
holistic, integrated, and systemic alterations in the norms of school-
ing.
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We suggest, therefore, an "ecological" approach that lecognizes
education as a process that takes place both inside and outside the
schod itself and is, therefore, affected (as opposed to determined)
by (a) the social and academic organization of the school, (b) the
personal and background characteristics/ circumstances of st'idents
and their families, (c) the commohlity contexts within which stu-
dents, families, and schools exist, and (d) the relationship of each
of these factors to the others (Natriello et al., 1990; Richardson &
Colfer, 1990).

In this view then, the degree to which students are "at risk" is a
function of inadequacies in one or more of then arenas that are
not compensated for in the others, or a mismatch between the re-
quirements and expectations in one arena and the ability of other
arenas to respond to them. From this perspective, one does not
simply define or describe at-risk students, but more appropriately,
one regards as at risk Cie combined characteristics of educational
environments taken as a whole in which a significant proportion of
students are consistently unsuccessful. As Richardson and Colfer
(1990) note:

The responsibility for the at-risk status of a child, therefore, does not
reside in one individual be it the child, mother, or teacher or in
one institution the school. Society creates schools in certain ways
to meet its goals and expectations, thus creating environments in which
certain children are at risk. The solution to the at-riskness of children
and youth, then lies with us all (p. 110).

Why Is There a Need to Focus Especially on
At-Ris!: Students?

We believe there are seven pasic reasons why special attention to
the problem of at-risk children and youth is not only important, but
essential, to die long-term success of the broader and more general
drive to restructure schools.

Quality and equality Findings by Goodlad (1979, 1984) and
others underscore the need for a new priority in the school reform
agenda that recognizes that taie educational quality and equality
are inseparable. In his book, A Place Called School, Goodlad
noted the continuing denial of equal access to knowledge for all
students in nominally desegregated schools. There is a similar
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danger if restructuring efforts are driven only by the normative
needs of students as a whole without specific and overt attention to
the particular needs of those students who have historically been
least well-served by most public schools.

Escalation of the problem Each year, increasing numbers of stu-
dents are entering schools from circumstances and with needs that
schools are not prepared (or in some cases are unwilling) to accom-
modate. As Brown (1986) notes, this requires that increased un-
derstanding and sensitivity to these new contexts for schooling
become a more integral part of the national dialogue about educa-
tional reform than is currently the case.

Demands of the work force The combined trends of a dec:easing
proportion of youth and increasing educational requirements for
jobs at all levels require us to ensure that a significantly larger per-
centage of students attain higher levels of intellectual skills and
knowledge if we are to corAdnue to be a first-level participant in
the world economy.

Social development A significant number of social problems are,
at least in part, the result of inadequate education. As noted in the
National Coalition of Advocates for Children's 1988 report, "The
failure to educate millions of children is turniag the potential for
social profit into grave deficit, the cost of which American tax-
payers will bear both fmancially and socially, in terms of increased
dependency and the loss of a common sense of purpose." Society,
therefore, can avoid more costly problems in the future by invest-
ing more heavily in the development of all of its youth today
(Ogden ana Germinario, 1988, p. xvii ).

New role of the school Changing locietal realities and expecta-
tions now require that schools attend to issues that were traditional-
ly addressed by families and other community institutions. This is
particularly evident in the increasing number of young parents
who were themselves unsuccessful in school and, therefore, need
additional support and assistance to support their own children's
educational efforts.
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Restrictive attitudes toward student capabilities Though at-
titudes are changing, there still remain a large number of educators
as well as policymakers and members of the general public who
beiieve that school failure can be primarily attributed to charac-
teristics of students and their families. An NEA study, for ex-
ample, found that while most teachers attributed the much reported
success of Asian students to hard work, they attributed the failure
of American minorities (primarily Blacks and Hispanics) to lack of
capability. As noted by Sinclair and Ghory (1987), too many
educators have become satisfied with not reaching certain stu-
dents. They go on to note that, in response to calls for excellence
for ali students, they [educators] exhibit a "curious resentment, as
if they were trying to protect those students who can learn under
current conditions from those who can't or won't." This cir-
cumstance often permits reformers to implement changes in
schools w;thout ensuring that conditions exist that would allow
more chilareu co succeed.

Legal responsibilities Lastly, it is important that, in designing
strategies for school restructuring, educators and others are mind-
ful that providing equitable education for all students is also a
legal requirement. Titles VI, DC, and Section 504 of the Civil
Rights Act all provide broad-reaching standards for complying
with equity and non-discrimination aspects of the law as it applies
to education.

For thcse reasons, as well as others not explored here, we believe
that concern for those students -.t the margins of public schooling
must be at the center of the debate on how best to restructure the
schools they attend. It is vital to reconnect them and their parents
to revitalized and more meaningful instructional opportunities and
to regain their faith in the importance of education to both their fu-
tures as well as our own.

,..
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What Are the Systemic Barriers for At-Risk Students?

1. Discrimination and
Differential Treatment

We have talked thus far in this essay about conditions, contexts,
and rationales for understanding the need to create educational en-
vironments that reduce the risk of educational failure for all stu-
dents. A part of that process is to establish the environments and
practices that will accomplish that goal. However, as Ma Hilliard
indicated in an interview for Video Conference 9, an equally im-
portant part of the process is the identification and elimination of
current barriers to educational success for all students, particularly
those . qre not currently succeeding on a consistent basis.

Our point of reference for this discussion is the report, Barriers to
Excellence: Our Children at Risk (National Coalition of Advocates
for Children [NCAC], 1988). In that national study, researchers

identified three major categories of barriers that were regularly as-
sociated with poor performance by "those children who have
shared least in the material benefits, and economic opportunities of
our society. . ..." We include these barriers in this essay because
they reflect a comprehensive agenda of issues to be considered by
those concerned with understanding current inequities in their
schools and classrooms as a precursor or foundation for develop-
ing more fundamental changes and innovations.

Even though today's schools enroll far more racial, linguistic, and
cultural minorities, and more students who arc 7uor, or who have
handicapping conditions than ever before, "the education of too
many of these students is characterized by low expectations, in-
ferior resources, and.differential treatment. The doors to schools
have been opened, but hanging above those doors are signs that
say: 'Enter at your own risk. You may not belong here.' (NCAC,
1988).

Such discrimination and differential treatment on the basis of
socioeconomic class, race, culture, and sex remains the norm in
many schoolsnot necessarily by intent, but certainly by inatten-
tion and by results. It is not simply a matter of theoretical equity
of access, but practical opportunities to participate in all that the
school has to offer, including the provision of support to do so
when riLcessary. Reducing the risk of educational failure for all
students requires that educators at all levels must become proac-
tive in rooting out subtle forms of differential treatment.

2G
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IM. MENNE.

2. Structural and Aincag the principal barrier to full participation by all students in
Programmatic Bafflers everything that the school has to offer are:

3. The Societal Context:
Declining Support for
Schools, Children, and
Families

Inflexible school structures and schedules based more on his-
tory and inertia that- student or family needs

Abuses of tracking and ability grouping that often serve simply
to separate students on the basis of perceived differences in
ability, interest, or potential rather than to promote improved
educational attainment

Misuses of testing where tests become more vehicles f x sort-
ing students or allocating rewards and benefits than a data base
for program planning

Narrowness of curriculum and teaching practices allow many
students to become frustrated and disconnected from the basic
instructional activities of the school

Lack of support services for youth reflects a lack of under-
standing on the part of many educators of (1) the clear and
direct connection between students' life circumstances and
their interea or ability to participate in any meaningful way in
the school's instructional or other programs and (2) the vested
interests of the school in seeing that students' personal, emo-
tional, and social needs are addressed

Lack of early childhood programs similarly reflect the unwill-
ingness of many educators and policymakers to invest in
pre7ention initiatives rather than remediation programs that
could be made unnecessary

Finally, lack of democratic governance, coupled with cumber-
some and generally inefficient bureaucracies in most schools
and districts, serves to further isolate and alienate those parents
and community residents who need most to be involved in in-
timate partnerships with their children's schools both for
their children's benefit and their own.

As the demographics and economic stratification of society
change, so, too, does the public's interest and willingness to sup-
port schools for "other people's" children or for services for the in-
creasing number of youth with various social, personal, emotional,
or for that matter, health-related needs.
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Overall, insufficient funding has severely diminished the options
that many schools serving large numbers of at-risk students are
able to provide, for example, as the report notes, chemistry in most
inner-city schools as compared to their suburban countrparts is a
drastically different course of study. This circumstance is further
aggravated by the increasing disparity of resources available to stu-
dents in different school districts. While these broad issues of
educational funding are generally beyond the purview of in-
dividual schools, local schools can in fact be instrumental in
reversing the public mood of cynicism and lack of faith in public
education by establishing more inclusive and broad-based partner-
ships with both individuals and institutions in the school's com-
munity.

Again, these barriers du not necessarily reflect the intent of
educators or policymakers to isolate certain students from the
mainstream of educational opportunities. Instead, they reflect his-
toric societal patterns of who should, or needs to, receive what
type of education; racial and class discrimination; and the lack of a
compelling reason to change well-established and familiarif not
productivepatterns of behavior.

We believe, however, that today there are sufficiently compelling
reasons to re-examine the manner in which schools are organized
and the rationales that support it. As Phillip Schlechty notes in
Video Conference 8, we can make great strides forward if we sirrin-
ly stop doing what we know doesn't work. Eliminating current
barriers to school success is a good starting point for that process.



How Do We Construct Effective Education ll
Environments for All Students?

The development of school environments that meet the needs of
all students is based first on acceptance of the fact that, for the
most part, traditional approaches have failed to change substantive-
ly overall patterns of student ; chievement. In most schools, those
categories of students who have performed least well as a whole,
generally continue to do so. Schcol-based educators and district or
state level policymakers should understand, however, that such an
admission is not an indictment, but ither simply a recognition that
current organizational structures and patterns of practice are not
matched to the needs of the school's current students. Therefore, a
change is in order--no more, no less. Open acceptance of this
reality, however, is a necessary prerequisite for initiating the other
changes that will be necessary to establish a more broadly success-
ful educational environment.

As we view it, this process involves four strategic initiatives: (a)
redefining the cultmal norms of the school, (b) refocusing the con-
tent, methods, and priorities of the instructional program, (c) at-
tending to the personal/affective needs of stud.mts and staff, and
(d) establishing nelk relationships between the school and
students' homes and the broader school community. In each case,
we are not proposing strategies different from, or in place of, the
dimensions !lr restructuring that have been discussed in the pre-
vious eight video conferences. Instead, these initiatives form a
framework of priorities to focus implementation of those more
general approaches in areas most critical to reconnecting students
currently at ri-ic and preventing future students from following in
their path. These, then, become areas of priority on which to focus
rather than a new agenda for schools or districts.

Redefining the Cultural While there are numerous elements that comprise a school's cul-
Norms of the School ture, there are several that are of particular relevance to both recon-

necting at-risk students and reducing the likdihood of failure for
all students--current and future. First, and most important, is the
issue of redefining the standards by which school staff and the
broader school community measure success. More specifically,
the following are examples of the types of indicators of success or
progress that schools might include in an annual "state-of-the-
school" report to the staff and community:

2..;
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The school's sucatn in reducing the percentage of students rep-
resented in lliQ iowest 40 percent or stanines 1-4 on nationally
normed standardized tests.

A survey of student and parent attitudes toward the school in
terms of the quality of educational and related services
provided; the frequency and usefulness of communications be-
tween teachers and students, and the school and parents (includ-
ing parents who do not speak English or have limited English
fluency); and the degree to which both students and parents un-
dentand the instructional goals of the school and their roles
and responsibilities in helping to achieve them

An assessment of the deme to which students from all racial,
ethnic, and socioeconomic groups, and of both sexes are active-
ly involved in all of the school's educational and extracur-
ricular activities

A report on patterns of attendance and the school's initiatives
to retrieve regularly absent or truant students

An assessment of the degree to which students with special sup-
port needs (e.g., special education, physically disabled, limited
English fluency, etc.) are integrated into the general education-
al program

Second is the idea of valuing all students. Examples here include:
(a) ensuring that the images and symbols throughout the school
reflect the membership, participation, and contribution of all
"categories" of students, (b) sensitizing all staff, visitors, and stu-
dents to the importance of the language used to describe the staff,
students, parents, who are part of the school family, and the com-
munity in which the school is located, (c) reflecting in the patterns
of dialogue and planning the assumption and expectation that all
students can learn whatever the school has decided it is important,
or is required, to teach, and (d) reflecting in ceremonies, celebra-
tions, and traditions the value, involvement, and diversity of all stu-
dents in the school. In many cases this means that some existing
traditions and ceremonies may need to be altered. Some schools,
for example, have moved to presenting, at school-wide rallies,
school letters to students who have overcome the greatest
obstacles, while athletic letters are presented in smaller, less
visible ceremonies. Others, such as Tongue River Middle School
in Ranchester, Wyoming, have adopted an athletic policy that al!
students who try out and come to practice may play in every game

regardless of their level of competence. Inclusive participation
has replaced "winning" as a value and tradition in the school.
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Third, the culture of the school encourages and supports the active
involvement of all students, parents, and members of the com-
munity in supporting and participating in the instructional pro-
gram. Peer tutoring; parents as tutors, role models, and resource
persons; community service projects; adult education courses and
seminars; and home visits by all school staff are just some of the
ways of creating a culture of participation, belonging, and involve-
ment across the entire school community.

Refocusing Instructional A positive, nurturing, and inclusive school culture is a necessary,
Content, Strategies, and but not wholly sufficient, condition for educational success. In the
Priorities fmai analysis, it is the instructional experiences to which students

are exposed and in which they become involved that determine the
success or failure of their schooling. The following discussion
describes instructional practices that are particularly important for
establishing an instructional success model for students who have
not been successful in 7aditional classroom environments.

As discussed in Guidebook 8, a prerequisite for establishing con-
texts for academic success is that school staff must be comfortable
and confident with respect to the .ipparent diversity these students
bring to the classroom. Indeed, diversity can become an exciting
resource for all students to learn new ideas, world views, ways of
processing information, and so fort:, Diversity can be tapped in
new curricula and instructional approaches that are guided by in-
creased awareness of the importance ch. he history, culture, pat-
terns of experience, and contributions of the diverse groups that
comprise American society.

A second prerequisite is to recognize the key role of school prac-
tice in assuring (or hindering) ._tudent success. This prerequisite
moves us away from a "blame the victim" attitu0e about being at
risk toward becoming stronger advocates for these at-risk students.

3 -3
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We have maintained throughout this video series that the founda-
tion for school practices ought to be the school's vision of learn-
ing. A new vision of learning is especially critical for at-risk
students. School learning that is responsive to our information
society ought to ensure that students will be able actively construct
knowledge, solve problems and make decisions, collaborate with
fellow learners and workers, and pursue learning throughout their
livesthese are new "basic skills". At-risk students need to attain
these goals of learning if they are to develop fully as individuals
and to function as contributing citizens in our society. To attain
these goals, students at risk need to participate fully in a thinking
curriculum, be members of classrooms where collaboration is the
usual mode of interaction and learning, and participate in assess-
ment practices that tap their multiple abilities and strengths and at
the same contibute to their learning. Each of these is discussed
briefly below. (Refer to Guidebooks 2, 3, and 4, for full treatment
of these topics.)

A thinking curriculum (as described in Guidebook 2) is based on a
dual agenda of teaching both content and process. Higher-order
thinking pervades the entire elementary and secondary curriculum.
It is no longer adequate for students to simply master isolated
skills or facts as ends in and of themselvesas catalogues of fac-
tual information to be memorized and stored for future recall. If
schools are to become "learning communities," the collaborative,
interpersonal, and intellectual skills needed to support them must
become part of the curriculum for all students, especially students
at risk. New guidelines from professional organizations stress
these characteristics. Without exception, they also recognize that
all students, including those traditionally kept from experiencing
the general curriculum, are, with appropriate instruction, able to
participate fully in such a curriculum. Appropriate instruction for
these students would emphasize explicit teaching of learning and
thinking st negies. Teachers would also need to make special ef-
forts to help these students make connections between academic
content and students' prior knowledge and experience. These spe-
cial efforts should not be provided in pull-out programs, but in the
regular classroom. Furthermore, it is not enough to provide a
thinking curriculum for at-risk students only in pull-out programs
if they return to classrooms that tcach "old," industrial-age cur-
riculum.

3 4
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If there are profound changes implied from the new definition of
learning and the thinking curriculum, there are equally significant
implications for instruction. Many state and local guidelines stress
collaboration. Collaborative teachers engage in such roles as
facilitating, mediating, modeling, guiding, assisting, sharing, listen-
ing, and adjusting. Teachers who collaborate with students help
them set their own learning goals and guide them toward self-
regulation and self-assessment of their own learning. Goal setting,
self-regulation, and self-assessment are particularly important for
at-risk students since they may not have learned these skills.
These skills especially can empower at-risk students in the
academic world.

Moreover, such teachers usually value diversity in their class-
rooms and they prefer heterogenous groups of students. They
view tracking in secondary schools and ability grouping in elemen-
tary schools as hindrances to collaboration and meaningful lemn-
ing and thinking. Instead of separating students, collaborative
teachers assess and build on the personal, cultural, and social
strengths that smdents bring to their classrooms, and assist them in
learning how to build on those foundations to develop new skills
and knowledge. Collaborative !earning, where students engage in
genuine collaboration with their teachers and with each other, is
the usual mode of accomplishing academic work.

Finally, it makes little sense to design thinking curricula and
promote high-level collaboration among students if assessment in-
struments measure primarily the accumulation of isolated facts and
performance of lower-order intellectual skills. Alternative assess-
ment methods are being developed to evaluate and pri .mote higher-
order thinking, use of and reflection about !earning ctrategies, a:id
multiple intelligences traditionally ignored in school. Thesc new
assessments recognize the value of assessing real performances in
real contexts rather than exclusively using paper-and-pencil tests.
At-risk students are often over-tested and ought to benefit especial-
ly from these revolutionary approaches to assessment.

An example should illustrate some of the major points made in this
section. In the fall of 1990, Dr. Weyman Patterson, Math Coor-
dinator for Atlanta's Publ:c Schools, will oversee implementation
of the Algebra Project in seven of Atlanta's middle schools.
Robert Moses customized the project using Atlanta's subway sys-
tem as a basis for learning algebra.
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Attending to the
Personal/Affective Needs
of Students and Staff

Failure in 8th grade algebra classes has prevented 90 percent of
Atlanta's studentsmost of them from minority groupsfrom
taking geometry and calculus and pursuing careers where math
skills are needed. The Algebra Project will provide all 6th graders
with a conceptual base for thinking algebraically rather than arith-
metically. For example, when students think of "number" they
will ask "In what direction?" as well as "How many?" Seventh
and eighth graders will study algebra and prepare for the college
prep math sequence.

What distinguishes the Algebra Project from other math curricula
is that students learn natural uses of math by confronting real-life
concrete situations and moving toward abstract concepts to
describe them. Thus, the project reflects National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics curriculum standards that at all levels,
math consists of problem solving, communication, and reasoning.

Telchers are being tained by participating in the same process
they will use with students. Not only are they learning algebraic
concepts such as equivalence, equality, and displacement, but they
are also learning the five-step process whereby such concepts are
internalized: Students begin with physical events such as taking
subway trips. Then, in the modeling phase, students might draw
pictures of experiences. Third, working in groups, students
describe the physical events in their own language. Next, student
dialogue provides some structure to the language; for example, by
attaining consensus in collaborative groups, students define a trip
in a structured way (i.e., it starts at certain place, ends at certain
place, has a certain number of stops, and has a direction.) Students
use these definitional concepts to build equations when dealing
with questions such as "What are equivalent trips?" Finally, stu-
dents create symbols to represent concepts in the equations.

While it is clear that close interpersonal relationships between stu-
dents and staff are an important element in any successful instruc-
tional relationship, for at-risk students such relationships are
essential. For many at-risk students, their self-concept and sens:,
of confidence derives largely from their relationships with others.
Teachers and other school staff, therefore, are primary sources
through which they make judgments about themselves as learners
and about their potential to be successful in educational environ-
ments. In addition, because many at-risk students come from dys-
functional home environments, school staff may well be tly. only
competent and caring adults with whom they have regular contact.
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Beyond these interpersonal relationships, however, at-risk students
are more likely to have a wide variety of personal circumstances
which can interfere with their ability to give full attention to educa-
tional matters. It is critical, therefore, that schools establish either
in-house student support teams or collaborati le relationships with
other social service agencies that can work with students to resolve
non-school problms. One example of this is ihe concept of the
school as the "hub-of-the-network" which brokers a wide array of
services (e.g., the Corporate Community School of Chicago).
School may also be the location at which various human, health
care, and social services are delivered (e.g., the Cities-In-School
programs across the country). Both concepts provide models for
how schools can address the personal problems and needs of their
students. Such collaborative or holistic approaches also maintain
the students' peiception of the school as a valuable resource in
their life and as a place in which they are cared about, nurtured,
and supported.

Similarly, staff who are expected to be responsive to more than
students' educational needs must also have access to ancillary sup-
port services. Classroom teachers can be expected to be sensitive
and responsive to students' needs and circumstances. But it is un-
reasonable to expect that teachers can mediate or solve the myriad
problems with which they will likely be confronted. Accordingly,
professional and personal support must be as available to staff as it
is to students. In addition, staff mu.i, develop broader collabora-
tive relationships and responsibilities for the educational success
and personal nurturing of their students. The priority must be
developmunt of a schoolwide network in support of student suc-
cess. For schools with significant numbers of at-risk students, the
needs are likely to be too great to be reasonably managed by in-
dividual classroom teachers, and if the school functions as a true
community, they should not have to be.

The challenge, therefore, is to create a network of professionals,
both within and outside the school, who work together to ensure
that students' non-school problems are addressed and that ensuring
their educational success is a shared responsibility of the entire
school family.
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Establishing New
Relationships Beyond
the School

A Final Comment

In Video Conference 5 of this series, we explored at some length
the concept of schools as central institutions in a network of
people, agencies, and institutions in the broader school com-

.

munity. In communities where a significant portion of the stu-
dents would traditionally be classified as "at-risk," such networks
become more than desirablethey become essential. Schools must
assume new leadership roles and responsibilities in developing a
community-wide ethic that supports educational attainment as a
value to be acUowledged, rewarded, and reinforced. As catalysts
for change, school staff can prcvide important leadership to com-
munity agencies and organiz..tions, informal neighborhood groups,
and individual community leaders to develop activities that sup-
port and complement the educational and related efforts of the
school.

Such leadership might include provision of adult education or
parenting classes for students' parents or other community adults;
tiaMing volunteers from a senior citizens' home to be tutors for
primary students; helping local churches work with parents to or-
ganize after-school homework centers for "latchkey" children; or
even developing parent telephone networks that can transmit infor-
mation about homework assignments, school events, or other im-
portant issues.

In this vision of schools as mediators on behalf of students'
academic and non-academic needs, the basic roles and respon-
sibilities of the institution chanpe and move far beyond traditional
boundaries. This means that school will need to be both organized
and staffed differently and that allocation of resources must reflect
a broader array of priorities than is typical in most schools today.

In this essay, we have proposed a wide assortment of alternatives
to the manner in which most school organize and manage their af-
fairs. We make these proposals mindful of the already complex
world in which school and staff work and the growing number of
roles and responsibilities they are expected to assume. However,
we also make these suggestions not so much with regard to the
magnitude of change that will be required, but with a clear under-
standing of the consequences if we do not make them.

3g
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In the final analysis then, this essay is not so much a blueprint as it
is a stimulus for considering new alternatives and strategies for
meeting the needs of that growing population of at-risk students
whom we will meet not only in our classrooms but also as our
neighbors and as the adults of tomorrow. From that perspective,
their needs and thoir futures are tied to our own. We do indeed
have common concerns and shared responsibilities for the future
we will jointly construct for each other.

As one considers the dimensions we have proposed in this series,
we hope that it is within these contexts, and with understanding of
how these factors are played out in your schools and communities,
that they be applied.
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ESSAY ACTIVITIES

Who Are the "At-Risk" Students of the 1990s?

Why Is There a Need to Focus Especially on At-Risk Students?

What Are the Systematic Barriers for At-Risk Students?

How Do We Construct Effective Educational Environments for All Students?
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Who Are the "At-Risk" Students of the 1990s?

Activity: How do you This activity can be done with a group of teachers, administrators,
define at-risk students? students, and community members.

The essay discussed four typical approaches and one new ap-
proach for defining students at risk. REVIEW these approaches.
Then BRAINSTORM and UST what nu think are the advantages
and disadvantages of each with respect to how they will help you
address problems of students at risk. Finally, SUMMARIZE your
own definition and how it helps you address problems of students
at risk.

Advantages Disadvantages
,

predictive approach

descriptive approach

unilateral approach

school factors approach

New approach:
ecological approach
(working definition)

Summarize your definition an i how it will help you solve problems of at-risk students.

3R
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Why Is There a Need to Focus Especially
on At-Risk Students?

Activity: What issues
related to at-risk students
:4oply in your school?

Issues

denial of equal access to
educational opportunities
for at-risk students

new needs and different
circumstances of at-risk
students from those schools
have dealt with in the past

economic future of our
nation is endangered

inadequacy of education
and the need to reinvest
in America's youth

This activity can be done with a group of teachers, administrators,
students, and community members.

The essay discussed a number of issues that compel spcial em-
phasis on students at risk. These are listed below. REVIEW these
in the essay, then ADD other issues that are critical for your par-
ticular school. BRAINSTORM and WRITE some way you al-
ready address or can address these issues.

Ways to address
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Jssues Ways to address

shifting responsibilities
from institutions that have
traditionally addressed
problems (e.g., the family)
to the school

belief that blame for school
failure lies solely with
students and their families

legal requirement to provide
equitable education for all
students

other issues:

41
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What Are the Systemic Barriers for At-Risk Students?

Activity: How can you This activity can be done with a group of teachers, administrators,
eliminate bafflers? students, and community members.

The essay discussed three categories of barriers students at risk
commonly experience. With a group, ANALYZE how these bar-
riers apply to your school. Then LIST ways to overcome these bar-
riers and/or BRAINSTORM additional ways to overcome them.

Discrimination and Differential Treatment

How do these barriers apply to your sci-.:-.ol?

What are some ways to overcome these barriers?
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Structural and Programmatic Barriers

How do these barriers apply to your school?

What are some ways to overcome these barriers?

Societal Context - Declining Support For School, Children,
Families

How does this barrier apply to your school?

What are some ways to overcome this barrier?
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How Do We Construct Effective Educational
Environments for All Students?

Activity: How can you
restruLture the
educational environment
of your school to
promote success?

This activity can be done with a group of teachers, administrators,
students, and community members.

USE the ideas in the essay to ANALYZE how well the educational
environment in your school addresses the needs of at-risk students.
LIST changes you have already made and BRAINSTORM addi-
tional cha .ges you can make.

Cultural _norms_ irumuchul
,

How well do they meet the needs of at-risk students?

What are snme ways your school has changed or can change its cultural norms?

Inatm i priorities

How wel! do they meet the needs of at-risk students?

What are some ways your school can change instructional content, strategies, and priorities?

4.t
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Attention to personal and affective needs of students and staff

How does your school attend to student and staff neecs?

What are some ways your school can attend to these needs?

your

How well do they meet the needs of at-risk students?

What are some ways your school has changed or can change relationships beyond your school?

*4 5
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SCHOOL-BASED ACTIVITIES

Activity 1: Preparing for Change

Activity 2: Getting Started

Activity 3: Continuing to Grow

Now The activities in this section are sequenced to address different levels of involvement in the restructuring
process. Begin by selecting the activities best suited to your schooL

4 6
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Activity 1: Preparing for Change

Part A: What are some
strategies for helping
at-risk students in your
school or district?

This activity should be done with a group of teachers, ad-
ministrators, students, and community members, if possible.

1. In your group, DESCREBE the at-risk students in your school
or district.

2. BRAINSTORM and LIST factors that put these students at
risk (e.g., school not responsive to their needs, limited
English proficiency, etc.).

4 7
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3 LIST your school's or district's current strategies for dealing
with these factors (e.g., pull-out remediation classes) and
ANALYZE how successful they are.

4. Using the information in this guidebook and other informa-
tion you may have, IDENTIFY those factors that (a) are
being or can be addressed within your school or district, (b)
require cooperation between the school or district and other
institutions, and (c) require other institutions beyond the
school. DESCRIBE strategies that your school or district and
other institutions use or can use to address these factors.

4 3
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Part B: How does your
school or district ensure
successful classroom
experiences for at-risk
students?

your definition of learning

thiilking curriculum

collaborative classrooms

multidimensional assessments

In your group, REVIEW or WRITE (a) your definition of learn-
ing, (b) changes you have made or plan to make so that your cur-
riculum is a thinking curriculum, (c) ways you ensure or can
ensure that students and teachers collaborate in their classrooms,
and (d) multidimensional assessments you have implemented or
plan to implement. Then BRAINSTORM special efforts your
school has made or will need to make to ensure that at-risk stu-
dents engage in and achieve such learning.

Special efforts for at-risk students

4 *,
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Activity 2: Getting Started

What will be your plan for
dealing with students at
risk?

This activity should be done with a group of teachers, ad-
ministrators, studentJ, and community members, if possible.

Note: In this activity you may want to add to goals and strategies
you have already implemented in your school or district.

1. SET GOALS for students at risk in your school or district. Consider both short-term and
long-term goals.

2. PLAN for practical issues.

What specific strategies will you use for achieving your goals?

What alternate strategies will you use if your first choices are not successful?

Who will be responsible for carrying out your strategies?
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Nhat resources are already available for irr)lementing your strategies and what new resources
will you need to obtain?

What other potential problems will you need to overcome (e.g., parent Lnd community support)?

What is your timeline for achieving your goals?

3. PLAN how you will evaluate your efforts.

How will you know that changes you have made truly benefit students at risk?

m
.1

1.
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Activity 3: Continuing to Grow

How successful are your
strategies for addressing
the needs of at-risk
students?

This activity should be done with a group of teachers, ad-
ministrators, students, and community members, if possible.

If your school or district already has implemented a plan for ad-
dressing the needs of at-risk students, you may be well on your
way to solving this pressing problem. To evaluate your current ef-
forts, consider the following questions.

1. How successful have you been in overcoming the following barriers to school achievement for
at-risk students?

discrimination and differential treatment barriers
(e.g., low expectations, inferior resources)

structural and programmatic barriers
(e.g., inflexible school structure and schedule, tracking and ability grouping, misuse of testing, narrowly defined

curriculum and instruction, lack of support services, lack of prevention measures such as early childhood
education, lack of democratic governance)

societal barriers
(e.g., dec;ining support of the larger community for schooling and services for youth)
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2. How successful have you been in establishing educational environmerts that are effective for
at-risk students?

cultural norms in your school or district
(e.g., broad measures of school success; communication among students, teachers, and parents; involvement of

all students in both educational and extra-curricular activities; impmved school attendance; integration of

special students into the general educational program; use of inclusive language throughout the school; attitude
and belief that all students can learn; valuing multicultural education and activities; involvement of the
community, including parents, in the school)

curriculum, instruction, and assessment
(e.g., thinking curriculum that is a fusion of content and process; collaboration among students and teachers in
^lassrooms; multidimensional assessment of a broader range of abilities and intelligences)

personal and affective needs of students and staff
(e.g., ensuring studehts attain and maintain good self-concepts; support teams for school and non-school problems;
support for teachers in mediating students' problems)

relationships beyond the school or district
(e.g., school as hub-of-a-network; appropriate allocation of rwources, including staff and materials)
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Program Descriptions 1. The New Definition of Learning: The First Step for School
Reform - The point of departure in thinking about restructuring is
to consider a new defmition of learning based on recent research in
cognitive sciences, philosophy, and multicultural education. Posi-
tive attitudes toward learning, toward oneself, and toward others; a
strategic approach to learning; and self-regulated learning are key
goals emerging from this research. While these perspectives build
on earlier approaches to active learning, they are "new" in contrast
to traditional models of schooling. Also, it is especially important
in our chanting and changed society to promote meaningful learn-
ing among all students. The vision of meaningful learning
developed for a restructured school will determine the curriculum
objectives, classroom instruction, assessment, and the social or-
ganization of the school.

2. The Thinking Curriculum - If students are to engage in mean-
ingful learning, numerous curricular issues must be addressed. A
dual agenda must be implemented focusing both on enriched con-
tent and expanded notions of higher order thinking. Otherwise,
students will learn isolated skills and facts as ends in themselves.
If schools are to become communities of scholars, collaborative
learning and the interpersonal skills needed to support it must be-
come part of the curriculum. Activities to develop self-regulated
learnint and motivation must become part of the curriculum for
students of all ages and abilities, but especially for students at risk
and youngcl students. Finally, higher-order thinking and reason-
ing must pervade the curriculum from K-12.

3. The Collaborative Classroom: Reconnecting Teachers and
Learners - If there are profound changes implied from the new
definition of learning for what students learn, there are equally
serious consequences for the roles of teachers in the classroom.
Teachers will need to facilitate, mediate, model, guide, assist,
share, listen, and adjust the amount of support provided.
Moreover, many teachers will need to develop strategies for teach-
ing diverse students within heterogeneous classrooms.
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4. Multidimensional Assessment: Strategies for Schools - If
the curriculum is to change, the current debate over the usefulness,
or uselessness, of standardized tests is likely to be intensified. It
makes little sense to redesign curricula to teach for understanding
and reflection when the main assessment instruments in schools
measure only the assimilation of isolated facts and effective perfor-
mance of rote skills. Alternative assessment methods must be
t:eveloped to evaluate and increase the capacity of learners to
engage in higher order thinking, to be aware of the learning
strategies they use, and to employ multiple intelligences. Alterna-
tive modes of assessment are valuable both to studnnts in promot-
ing their development and to teachers in increasing 'he
effectiveness of their instruction.

5. Schools as Learning Commtnities - In scnools that are learn-
ing communities, students' learning and teachers' instruction use
the community and its resources. In addition, the schools promote
learning as a lifelong activity for all citizens. As a result, com-
munity members increasingly spend more time in schools to learn,
provide support services such as tutoring and teaching, and par-
ticipate in school life. More and more, schools of the future will
be places where administrators and teachers learn and work col-
laboratively. Schools as learning communities may also mean
working with local businesses and agencies to provide increased
support services to help students and their families become better
learners.

6. Many Roads to Fundamental Reform ill Schools: Getting
Started - Teachers and administrators who form learning com-
munities reflect as a group on schooling and learningthey probe
their assumptiong about learning, they debate what they see as es-
sential ; the educational experience, and they build consensus on
what vision of learning will undergird their school's mission. In-
itiating a broad-based dialogue comparing learning that should
occur to learning that is actually occurring is a first stcp in getting
started. A broad-based dialogue includes community members,
parents, teachers, administrators, and students. In furthering the
dialogue, participants should pursue the implications oi heir ncw
definition of learning for all dimensions of schoolingcurriculum,
instruction, assessment, scliool organization, and community rela-
tions.

o e;
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Computer Forums

7. Many Roads to Fundamental Reform in Schools: Continu-
ing the Journey - If all participants in this school community are
successful learners, then they know that the process of learning is
ongoing and iterative. They know that schooling and learning are
driving concepts that must be repeatedly developed in their me_n-
ing. Participants are continually learning and re-learning what the
mission of the school is, what the vision of learning should be,
how to realize this vision, and the many subtle ways the vision is
impeded by organizational and attitudinal constraints. Formative
evaluation of the restructuring process becomes "business as
usual" for the school.

8. The Meaning of Professional Develop., = , 21st Cen-
tury - Traditional roles of staff development f .. iers and prin-
cipals focusing on one-shot events are as outdaien as traditional
models of learning. Therefore, a major task of the restructuring
movement is to align models of staff development with new
visions of learning to allow teachers and administrators to plan
together sustained, high-quality staff development programs.
Video Conference 8 focuses on developing new roles for teachers
and administrators based on research on expert teaching and staff
development.

9. Reconnecting Students at Risk to the Learning Process -
New visions of learning suggest that students who are academical-
ly at risk have been largely disconnected from the process of learn-
ing by segregation into poorly coordinated and impoverished
remedial programs emphasizing drill on isolated skills. Research
indicates that such students can be reconnected to the learning
process by training regular classroom teachers to ust teach-
ing/learning strategies solich are successful for students in
heterogeneous classrooms and by providing them with dynamic as-
sessments and highly enriched learning environments. Video Con-
ference 9 highlights successful programs.

Much of the value and excitement of participating in this video
series arises from the opportunity to interact with presenters and
share in the national dialogue on restructuring. Indeed, this
dialogue is a primary goal of this professional development series.
Yet, there is only so much time available to engage in such
dialogue during each video conference. To participate in the con-
tinuing dialogue after each video conference, viewers can access
LEARNING LINK, a computer conferencing system.
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Who Will Be Available to
Address Questions and
Corn rnents?

What Do I Need To Use
LEARMNG UNK?

This system was developed for public television to increase the im-
pact of distance learning. Using this system, members can:

Ask presenters questions for one month after each video con-
ference

Talk to each other to share experiences, help solve problems,
learn about resources, and ask for assistance

Participate in "discussion groups" organized around specific
topics such as the thinking curriculum

Access calendars for events related to restructurirg and teach-
ing for thinking and understanding

Access new information pertinent to the video series such as
news items, alerts, and announcements of new publications

Search user's communications for information and commen-
tary on specific topics such as assessment

Survey what others think about a given issue

Access large documents that NCREL enters into '...ie system
(for example, articles and annotated bibliographies)

Exchange strategic plans with others

NCREL and PBS have asked the presenters if they, or their staff,
can be available for approximately one month after each video con-
ference to answer additional questions. While we do not expect
that all of the presenters will be available, we anticipate that there
will be some from each conference in the series. A full-time con-
ference moderator will be available from Indiana University at
Bloomington. This person will be able to answer questions per-
taining to all aspects of restructuring as well as to respond to tech-
nical questions and facilitate conference dialogue.

All you need to apply is a microcomputer (any brand), a modem,
and telecommunications software such as Apple Access 2, Apple
Works, Procomm, or Red Ryder.
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How Much Does
LEARNING LINK Cost?

Materials

Regular account membership is $189.00 for 20 hours of access to
the system. However, Data America and IBM have partially un-
derwritten the cost. The first 2,500 people to register will pay only
$95.00 for 15 hours. Of these special $95.00 memberships, 1,500
will be reserved for persons in the NCREL region. Memberships
will be processed on a first-come, first-served basis. For information,

phone: or write:
Erica Marks Intro Link
Intro Link Learning Link National Consortium
(212) 560-6868 356 W. 58th St.
9:30-5:30 EST New York, NY 10019

Note 1: While there may be nominal local connect charges, there
will be no additional fees for long distance usage for hours of ser-
vice purchased. This is true whether you pay $189.00 for 20 hours
or $95.00 for 15 hours.

Note 2: Members currently using LEARNING UNK service do
not need to apply. They are already eligible to participate in the
service for this video series through their local LEARNING LINK
system. For information, watch for announcements in your bul-
letin boards.

Remember: You must already have a microcomputer, a modem,
and telecommunications software in o.der to access LEARNING
LINK.

Video Conference Guidebooks include pre- and post-conference
activities as well as other activities for various workshops. Ac-
tivities are customized for different levels of knowledge. Some ac-
tivities are introductory; others are more advanced. Each
downlink site will receive one camera-ready master copy free of
charge for local reproduction as part of the licensing arrangement.

Selected Readings include reprints of various articles and other in-
formation for each video conference. We have created a flyer, in-
cluding an order form, for you to distribute. This form can be
found at the end of this book. Two volumes of Selected Readings
will be available for $15.00 each (plus shipping) from:

Zaner-Bloser, Inc.
Customer Service
1459 King Avenue
P.O. Box 16764
Columbus, OH 43216-6764

(800) 421-3018
8:00 am - 4:30 pm EST
Fax: (614) 486-5305
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Course Credit
Information

Local Involvement

Inside the NCREL
Region

Outside the NCREL
Region

In the NCREL region (Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Min-
nesota, Ohio, and Wisconsin), the National College of Education
will offer two graduate hours of credit to:

Groups of students using an approved on-site facilitator

Individuals employing instructional z,trvices by telephone

For more information about credit in the NCREL regiun, please
call Sonja Clary, Associate Dean for Off-Campus Programs,
(708) 475-1100, ext. 2335.

In the fall of 1990, PBS Adult Learning Service will offer Restruc-
turing to Promote Learning in America's Schools as a telecourse.
For information, please call (800) 257-2578.

NCREL has identified local teams from each of its seven states to
assist in implemendng the video series. Teams include people in
these areas: media, staff development, curriculum and instruction,
and rural and urban education. Each team has developed its own
implementation plan. Local PBS stations throughout the region
will also be a part of the local outreach.

You may want to generate activities similar to those in the NCREL
region. Some suggestions:

Your school or agency can provide immediate commentary and
analysis at the local site after each video conference.

Local colleges or universities may use the series as part of
course requirements.

State education agencies and/or other qualified agencies may
provide continuing education credits, or equivalent, for par-
ticipation in the series.

L..ocal and state education agencies may provide Leader-
ship/Management Academy Workshops, study groups, and/or
other workshops using the video series.

Your school may provide school credits/career advancement
for participation.

5
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sachusetts Advocacy Center.

Youth and America's Future: William T. Gra 4 Foundation Commission on Work, Family and Citizenship. (1988,
November). The forgotten_half: Pathways to success for America's youth and youne families: Final report.
Washington, DC: Author.

Addenda for Video Conference 8

Schlechty, P. C. (1988). Shared problems or shared vision: Two views of collaboration. In K. Sirotnik (Ed.),
School-University partnerships in action: Concepts. cases and concerns New York: Teachers College Press.

Schlechty, P. C. (1989). Career ladders: A good idea going awry. In T. J. Sergiovanni (Ed.), Schaoling.forlOmOk.
row. Boston: Allyn and Bacon.

Schlechty, P. C. (1990). Reform in teacher education: A sociological view American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education.

Schlechty, P. C., & Ingwerson, D. (1987). A proposed incentive system for the Jefferson County Public Schools.
Phi Delta Kaman, a 585-590.

Wehlage, G., & Rutter, R. (1987). Dropping out: How much do schools contribute to the problem? In G. Natriello
(Ed.), School dropouts: Palterns and policies. New York: Teachers College Press.
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Video Sources

Video produced by the North Central Regional Educational Laboratory.

unty School District 1 Video produced by the North Central Regional Educational

Addenda for Video Sources
Video Conference 8--The Meaning of Staff Development in the 21st Century

nyers Video produced by the North Central Regional Educational Laboratory (NCREL).

ional Television Network (ETN) Video produced by Los Angeles County PTce of Education.

ssional Development Academy produced by The Gheens Foundation, Inc.

rth Central Regional Educational Laboratory (NCREL), 295 Emroy Avenue, Elmhurst, IL 60126-2468, (708) 941-7677
Angeles County Office of Education, 9300 E. Imperial Hwy., Downey, CA 90242, (212) 922-6668

e Gheens Foundation, Inc., Suite 705, One Riverfront Plaza, Louisville, KY 40202, (502) 473-3319
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Organizational Resources

Throughout the past few years, NCREL has been in contact with a number of organizations that focus
on restructuring. Each organization would be happy to prov

Arkansas Ad!ocates for
Children and Families
931 Donaghey Building
Link: Rock, AR 72201
(501) 371-9678

Advocates for Children of New York
24-16 Bridge Plaza South
Long Island City, NY 11101
(718) 729-8866

Children's Defense Fund
Mississippi Project
Box 1684
Jackson, MS 39205
(601) 355-7495

Citizens' Council for Ohio Schools
453 The Arcade
Cleveland, OH 44114
(216) 261-5220

Intercultural Development
and Research Association
5835 Callagham Road, #350
Sari Antonio, TX 78228
(512) 684-8130

ide information on its services.

Kentucky Youth Advocates
2024 Woodford Place
Louisville, KY 40204
(502) 456-2140

Massachusetts Advocacy Center
95 Berkeley Street, Suite 302
Boston, MA 02116
Anne Wheelock: (617) 357-8431

National Black Child
Development Institute
1463 Rhode Island Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20005
(202) 387-1281

The National Coalition of
Advocates for Students
100 Boylston Streei, #737
Boston, MA 02116
(617) 357-8507

.The Student Advocacy Center
420 North Fourth Avenue
Arn Arbor, MI 48104
(313) 995-0477
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Presenters' Biographical information

William D. Ford

Richard A. Figueroa

William D. Ford has represented Michigan's 15th Congressional
District for over 25 years. As Chairman of the House Committee
on Post Office and Civil Service since 1981, Congressman Ford
has been responsible for the welfare of over three million Federal
civilian employees and their families. Congressman Ford is the
ranking majority Member of the Committee on Education and
Labor. He has helped write every piece of Federal education legis-
lation since the 89th Congress. In the 97th Congress, Ford played
a major role in developing the Job Training Partnership Act.
Honorary degrees have come to Congressman Ford from Eastern
Michigan, Northern Michigan, Central Michigan, and Western
Michigan Universities. Ford also holds honorary doctorates from
Michigan State University, the University of Michigan, Wayne
State University, and the University of Detroit. After attending
Wayne State University and Nebraska State Teachers College,
Congessman Ford earned a B.S. and J.D. at the University of Den-
ver. He then became a Justice of the Peace in Taylor Township,
Michigan. In 1960, Ford was elected to the Michigan Constitution-
al Convention, and later served in the Michigan State Senate until
his election to Congress in 1964.

Richard A. Figueroa m:eived his Ph.D. in 1975 from the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley in Educational Psychology specializ-
ing in School Psychology. prom 1976 to 1979 he was a member
of the California State Advisory Commission on Special Educa-
tion where he subsequently authored most of the current state
regulations on linguistic minority students placed in special educa-
tion. He is Professor of Education at the University of California
at Davis and co-directs a graduate training program in school
psychology. His research interests are on the measurement of in-
telligence with Hispanic bilingual populations and on the special
education of "learning handicapped" children. With regard to the
former, his recent publications assert that IQ tests may be in-
capable of predicting academic success for bilingual children.
With respect to the latter, he is currently conducting a California-
sponsored research project to determine if it is possible to change
the existing reductionistic, process teaching system of educating
learning disabled Hispanic children to a more enriched, holistic op-
timai learning environment.
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Lynn Hamersley

Asa Grant Hilliard HI

Lynn Hamersley is Director of Special Programs and the Educa-
tional Resource Center, Sheridan County School District #1, tid

an instructor on special education for the University of Wyoming.
He has taught special education resource room programs as a
Master Teacher, secondary level, Los Angeles Unified School Dis-
trict. He has been a special education consultant and Program
Monitor for the Wyoming State Department of Education. He is
the author of several special education manuals, e.g., A Guide to
Assisting Students With Educational Difficulties and A Guide to
Teaching Learning Disabled Students, and the author and co-
author of seven University of Wyoming course content outlines,
e.g., "Teaching The Exceptional Child In The Regular Class-
room.' He currently is the chairperson of the District/ Community
Student At Risk Committee and The District Comprehensive K-12
Health Curriculum Committee. Mr. Hamersley is considered a
"pioneer," having been involved in all facets of special education
beginning with the development of federal and state laws and
teaching the first secondary classroom for learning disabled stu-
dents in Los Angeles.

Ma Grant Hilliard HI is Fuller Li. Callaway Professor of Urban
Education, Department of Educational Foundations, Counseling &
Psychological Services, and Early Childhood Education, Georgia
State University, Atlanta. He received his Ed.D. in Educational
Psychology/Teacher Education from the University of Denver.
Dr. Hilliard has focused his work on understanding how the cul-
ture and organization of the school creates impediments or barriers
to learning. His publications include Public Support for Success-
ful Instructional Practices for At-Risk Students and The Nur-
turance of Communication Development in Young Children: The
Scope and Essential Parameters of CognitivelCommunicative
Competence (in press). Dr. Hilliard has also held the positions of
Professor and Dean, School of Education, at San Francisco State
University. He has also served as a consultant to the Monrovia
Consolidated School System in Liberia. Dr. Hilliard has also
served on boards of directors or advisory groups for numerous
community, state, and national organizations.
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Robert Moses

Weyman F. Patterson

Robert Moses ; Founder and Math Educator for the Algebra
Project. He is the author of the Algebra Project Transition Cur-
riculum and the principal trainer for the Project. Mr. Moses taught
middle school math at the Horace Mann School in New York City
from 1958-1961. From 1982 through 1987, Mr. Moses used his
MacArthur Fellowship to work full-time on developing the Transi-
tion Curriculum and training and supporting teachers in its use. In
addition to continuing development of the Algebra Project, Mr.
Moses currently serves as a technical consultant to the Urban
Schools Science and Mathematics Pruject of the Academy for
Educational Development. He served as Director of the Council
of Federated Organizations (C0F0), a group that incorporated all
of the major civil rights organizations and agencies working in
Mississippi. That experience has held him in good stead as he has
developed relationships with and among community organiza-
tions, teachers, administrators, and parents. Mr. Moses holds a
B.A. from Hamilton College and an M.A. from Harvard Univer-
sity.

Weyrnan F. Patterson is Coordinator of Mathematics for the Atlan-
ta Public Schools in Atlanta, Georgia. Dr. Patterson plans and im-
plements iastructional programs in mathematics and computer
science, grades K-12. He is alsc Director, Mathematics and
Science Training Institute, where he coordinates teacher training in
science, mathematics, and student support programs in selected
middle schools. A curriculum management plan designed by Dr.
PatterGon resulted in a systemwide increase in basal progress of
55% in mathematics courses grades K-12 for the year 1986-37, the
school system exceeding the national average in mathematics on
Iowa Test of Basic Skills, 1989-90, and an increase of 36 percent-
age points on Georgia Basic Skills Test. He also initiated telecon-
ferences as a medium for systemwide in-service of mathematics
teachers. Publications include Preparation for the Georgia Basic
Skills Mathematics Test, Alternative Strategies for Re-teaching
Multiplication in the Middle School, and a paper presented at a
meeting of the College Board, "Are the High Schools T.:aching
What the Colleges Expect?"
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Walter G. Secada

Cynthia Silva

Walter G. Secada is an Assistant of Curriculum and Instruction at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison. A Senior Researcher at the
Wisconsin Center for Education Research, he directs a federally
funded bilingual education multifunctional resource center that
provides training and technical assistance to school district person-
nel and parents involved in the education of limited English profi-
cient (LEP) students. His research and scholarly interests focus on
equity in education, mathematics education, and bilingual educa-
tion. Recent efforts include an edited book, Equity in Education
(Falmer Press); "Research, Politics, and Bilingual Education," in
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,
March, 1990; and "Student Diversity a..Ad Mathematics Education
Reform," a chapter appearing in Dimensions of Cognitive Instruc-
tion (edited 5y Lorna Idol and Beau Fly Jones and published by
Lawrenc..; Erlbaum). He has just completed a longitudinal study
on the relationship between degree of bilingualism and arithmetic
problem solving by first grade Hispanic children.

Cynthia Silva serves as Project Administrator for the Algebra
Project where she provides administrative support and grant writ-
ing assistance to the Project. She co-authored the Teacher's Guide
to the Transition Curriculum. In addition to her work with the Al-
gebra Project, she serves as an Associate with Technical Develop-
ment Association, providing technical assistance to nonprofit
organizations. In this capacity, she has assisted organizations in
strategic planning, organizational assessment, program evaluation,
fund raising strategy development, proposal writing, and uses of in-
formation technology in the nonprofit setting. Ms. Silva also has
experience in community-based organizations and commun;ty or-
ganizing. Ms. Silva holds a B.A. in Afro-American Studies and
Religion from Harvard-Radcliffe Colleges aid a Master of Public
Policy from the Kennedy School of Government.
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Franklin B. Walter

Anne Wheelock

Franklin B. Walter is Superintendent of Public Instruction, Ohio
Department of Education. He earned a Ph.D. degree from The
Ohio State University. Dr. Waiter has served as a lecturer and con-
sultant for many state and national organizations. In addition, he
has made a comparative study of educational school systems in
European countries, and, on behalf of the State Department,
evaluated the American schools in Zaire, Africa. Dr. Walter
works closely with administrators, teachers, and board members
for the improvement of education and has served on numerous
boards and commissions. He has served as education chairman of
the United Way Campaign for Columbus and Franklin County,
chairman of the United Negro College Fund Public School Cam-
paign for Ohio, and president of the board of the North Central
Regional Educational Laboratory. Dr. Walter has served as presi-
dent of the Council of Chief State School Officers. Under his
leadership, a blueprint for improving public education has been
developed and enJorsed by the entire education community. He
works closely with the Governor and legislative leaders to bring
fiscal stability to Ohio's public education system.

Anne WheelocK is Project Leader for the Massachusetts Education
Reform Monitoring Project at the Massachusetts Advocacy Cen-
ter, Boston. She is responsible for advocacy, research, and report
writing related to dropout prevention and remediation efforts in
Massachusetts middle gades. During her tenure with the Center,
she has designed and implemented legal rights and advocacy skills
training for parents of children with special needs, coordinated an-
nual statewide conferences on children's rights, trained team
leaders for local research, and co-authored a report on the impact
of federal budget cuts on children in Massachusetts. Ms.
Wheelock is also a Field Instructor for the Wheelock College
School of Social Work and Boston University School of Social
Work. Her publications include Before It's Too Late: Dropout
Prevention in the Middle Grades, The Way Out: Student Ex-
clusion Practices in Boston Middle Schools, For Want of a Nail:
The Impact of Federal Budget Cuts on Children in Massachusetts.
Ms. Wheelock also edited the manuscript for Barriers to Excel-
lence: Our Children at Risk.
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Regional Resources

1. Jane Hange, Director
Classroom Instruction Program
Appalachia Educational Laboratory
1031 Quarrier Street
P.O. Box 1 348
Charleston, WV 25325
(304) 347-0411

2. Stanley Chow
Inter-Laboratory Collaboration
Far West Laboratory
1855 Folsom Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 565-3000

3. Larry Hutchins, Executive Director
Mid-continent Regional Educational Laboratory
12500 E. !Elf, Suite 201
Aurora, CO 80014
(303) 337-0990

4. Beau Fly jones, Program Director
North Central Regional Educational Laboratory
295 Emroy
Ehnhurst, IL 60126
(708) 941-7677

5. Janet M. Phlegar
The Regional Laboratory for Educational Improvement

of the Northeast and Islands
300 Brickstone Square, Suite 900
Andover, MA 0181 0
(508) 470-1080

6. Rex W. Hagans
Director of Planning and Service Coordination
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
101 S.W. Main Street
Suite 500
Portland, OR 97204
(503) 275-9543

7. Peirce Hammond, Deputy Director
Southeastern Educational Improvement Laboratory
200 Park, Suite 200
P.O. Box 1 2748
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
(919) 549-8216

8. Preston Kronkosky, Executive Director
Southwest Educational Development Laboratory
211 East Seventh Street
Austin, TX 78701
(512) 476-6861

9. John E. Hopkins, Executive Director
Research for Better Schools, Inc.
444 N. Third Street
Philadelphia, PA 19123
(215) 574-9300, ext . 201
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ORDER FORM

For ordering items below, please send check or purchase order along with order form to:

NCREL Publications Department
295 Emroy Avenue
Elmhurst, IL 60126

Oty. Price Code

$10.00 HST-703

$10.00 HST-705

"ree

$ 6.00

VTC-101

TC-109

0-8058-0346-7

'0-8058-0364-5

Title/Author

Dimensions of Thinking: A Framework for Curriculum and
Instruction, 1988. Robert J. Marzano, Ronald S. Brandt,
Carolyn Sue Hughes, Beau Fly Jones, Barbara Z. Presseisen,
Stuart C. Rankin, and Charles Sulu,

Strategic Teaching and Learning: Cognitive Instruction in the
Content Areas, 1987. Beau Fly Jones, Annemarie Sullivan
Palincsar, Donna Sedeeurg Ogle, and Eileen Glynn Carr.

Video Teleconferencing: A Potentially Powerful Vehicle for
Staff Development, 1987, article by Beau Fly Jones.

Managing Instruction for Equity and Excellence (Facilitator's
Manual), 1989. Beau Fly Jones (Editor).

Dimensions of Thinking and Cognitive Instruction
Beau Fly Jones and Lorna Idol.

Educational Values, Cognitive Instruction: Implications for Reform
Lorna Idol and Beau Fly Jones.

* For pricing and ordering information, contact Customer Service, Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 365 Broadway,
Hillsdale, NJ 07642 (201) 666-4110.

For ordering items below, please send check or purchase order to:

Zaner-Bloser, .nc.
1459 King Avenue
P. 0. Box 16764
Columbus OH 43216-6764

$5.50 + shipping

$15.00 + shipping
each volume

Customer Service: (800) 421-3018
8:00 AM to 4:30 PM EST
Fax: (614) 486-5305

Restructuring to Promote Learning in America's Schools:
A Guidebook. (Bound) (Please specify Guidebook 1 through 9.)

Restructuring to Promote Learning in America's Schools:
Selected Readings. (Volumes I & II)

Transcripts of the video conferences can be ordered for $6.09 each from:

Smith Business Automation School
Transcript Services Department
1313 East Sibley Ave.
Dolton, IL 60419
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NORTH CENTRAL REGIONAL
EDUCATIONAL LABORATORY
295 Emroy Avenue
Elmhurst, IL 60126

TO:

SELECTED READINGS FOR

., Restructuring to Promote Learning in America's Schools

KrullniallltinmiLit_n_tinwita_LIchasui ' l is a series of nine 2-hour video
conferences. The Selected Readinu is a collection of articles compiled by the North Central
Regional Educational Laboratory (NCREL) for the video series.

Readings provide video conference participants, and others interested in reconceptualizing
America's schools, with a research base focused on the heart of schooling: the vision of
learning that drives curriculum, instruction, and assessment.

To order, mail the card below or phone Zaner-Bloser, Inc., at (800) 421-3018, 8:00 a.m. 4:30

p.m., EST. (FAX: (614) 486-5305)1

ZanerBloser, Inc.
Customer Service
1459 King Avenue
P.O. Box 16764
Columbus, OH 41216-6764



Restructuring to Promote Learning in America's Schools
SELECTED READINGS

Volume I contains:

INTRODUCTION

Educational Restructuring and School
Improvement - Hunter Moorman and John
Egemeier

The Importance of Restructuring to
Promote Learning - Beau Fly !ones

An Ideascape for Education: What
Futurists Recommend Steve Beniamin

THE NEW DEFINITION OF LEARNING

Learning and Thinking - Beau Fly Jones.
Annemarie Sullivan Pahncsar. Donna
Sederburg Ogle. and Eileen Glynn Carr

The Education: ' Challenge of the
American Economy - Sue E. Berryman

Language Development and Observation
of the Local Environment: First Steps in
Providing Primary-School Science
Education for Non-Dominant Groups -
Lillian Weber and Hubert Dyasi

The Cultivation of Reasoning Through
Philosophy - Matthew Lipman

Toward the Thinking Curriculum: An
Overview - Lauren B. Resnick and Leopold
E. Klopf er

THE THINKING CURRICULUM: NEW
LEARNING AGENDAS IN SCHOOLS

Education. Citizenship. and Cultural
Options - James A. Banks

What Is Reading? - Coninussion on Reading

Principles for an Elementary Mathematics
Program for the 1990s - Thomas A.
Romberg

Assess All Five Domains of Science -

Robert E. Yager

Essentials of Social Studies - National
Council of Social Studies

THE COLLABORATIVE CLASSROOM:
RECONNECTING TEACHERS AND
LEARNERS

Research Currents: A Lot of Talk About
Nothing Shirley Brice Heath

Some Key Issues in Teaching Latino
Students - Luis C. Moll

Interactive Teaching to Promote
Independent Learning from Text -

Annemane Sullivan Palincsar and Ann L.
Brown

MULTIDIMENSIONAL ASSESSMENT:
STRATEGIES FOR SCHOOLS

Beyond the 10: Education and Human
Development - Howard Gardner

Teaching to the (Authentic) Test Grant
Wiggins

Portfolio Assessment: Sampling Student
Work Dennie Palmer Wolf

Issues in Special Education - Richard
Figueroa and Christine Ainato

Volume U. addressing Schoois as Learning Communities: Many Roads to Fundamentai
Reform: Getting Started: Many Roads to Fundamentai Reform: Continuing to Grow:
The Meaning of Staff Development in the 21st Century: and Reconnecting Students at
Risk to the Learning Process, will be available in April 1990.

RESTRUCTURING TO PROMOTE LEARNING IN AMERICA'S SCHOOLS:
SELECTED READINGS

To expedite shipping, use this card to indicate quantity and provide purchase order number
(Purchase order can be mailed later.) Or if you prefer. enclose purNtase order with this
form in an envelope and mail to address on reverse side. Shipping charges will be added.

Volume I

Volume II

(back order)

Quantity Total & Sl5ea Purchase Order it
(Shipme evtrat

75

Name Title
Institution
Complete street mailing address
City State. ZIP


